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This paper surveys research results in the development and application of student models in
intelligent tutoring systems . A classification of student models is given together with model
development methods . Attention is focused on the problems of the application of such models in
tutoring system3 .'A critical analysis of research in this developing field is provided based on extensive
Russian and foreign literature (80 references) .
Key words : Artificial intelligence, student model, intelligent tutoring systems, intelligent help
systems .
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1314n ODUCTION
According to the artificial intelligence (AI) handbook published in 1982, computer-assisted tutoring represents one
of the main applied fields of artificial intelligence (1) . Studies devoted to AI methods and tools for creating more effective
tuoring systems were begun abroad in the 1960s and 1970s . The new types of tutoring systems, which have come to be
c
i intelligent systems, were able to overcome the drawbacks of frame-oriented tutoring systems through the use of
ar .'icial intelligence . This made it possible to employ the experience of knowledge representation and application accumulated to date in the field of artificial intelligence.
Three types of special knowledge are used to achieve effective human-tutor training : knowledge ofthe subject matter,
knowledge of teaching strategy and methods, and knowledge of the student. Such special types of knowledge may also
include standard human knowledge of interaction : speaking, demonstrating objects to the student, and understanding the
student's response (words or figures) . The fragments of such knowledge required to realize a specific element of a training
course in frame-oriented tutoring systems were introduced in fixed form into the text of the individual frames of this course .
Required knowledge in intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) is explicitly identified and represented, as a rule, by a variety of
artificial intelligence methods and technologies . By using such knowledge, the ITS is capable ofperforming various tutoring
!'
ms (help during problem solving, identification of the causes of student errors, and the choice of an optimal teaching
with nearly the same degree of reasoning as achieved with a human tutor.
One distj)`guishing feature of a good teacher is the ability to adapt to a specific student during the teaching process.
The basic method of adapting to a specific student in a frame-oriented tutoring system involves choosing each successive
teaching frame as a function of the preceding response of the student or an assessment of the student from the preceding
lesson. Intelligent tutoring systems take into account the entire scope of a student's knowledge of the subject being taught
and even the personality features of the student in choosing each successive teaching action. Knowledge ofa specific student
is represented in an ITS as a student model. The student model (SM) is constantly updated during the teaching process in
accordance with the changes in model-reflected characteristics of the student and is employed to adapt the ITS to a specific
student.
An ideal ITS must be capable of representing and utilizing all the types of knowledge outlined above. This enables
the structure of an ideal ITS to be defined as a set of interacting modules (Rig. 1) in each of which knowledge of one type
*Originally published in Tekhnicheskaya Kibernetika, No. 5, 1992, pp. 97-119 .
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the structure of an ITS was first proposed in [11 while the modules themselves acquired the
i,,, entrated . Such a view of
module, the student-model module, and the tutoring module. The expertise module in this
expertise
folls wing tee,: the
knowledge
generation and verification that the student solution is correct, the student-model
is responsible: for
for the timeliness of system knowledge of the student reflected in the student-model, and the tutoring
)dule is responsible
functions of teaching support and student dialog interaction support .
the
combines
model, the tutoring module selects the optimal teaching action for the given student and supports
In using a student
realization
of actions. The results of student efforts with the selected action are reflected in the teaching
& student during the
support module is also used to update the representation of student knowledge. To determine the present
hisWry; the SM
particular student, the support module utilizes the teaching history and its own knowledge base of
~_ of knowledge of a
student model, which may include an ideal student model (in Anderson's sense [2]), knowledge
a
generic
%tu&nts in general :
ofpersonality
traits, etc . Moreover, the support module may also utilize the capabilities of the
0( typical errors, a spectrum
(SD)
to compare the behavior of the student to the behavior of an expert in the same
expertise module of tI)e subject domain
by
status
is
used
the
tutoring
module, etc . In general terms, this represents the main tutoring cycle
new
SM
The
situation.
an
the
student
model
functions
as
a unique interface between the tutoring module and the student-model
cycle,
in ITS . In the
,nodule.
'Ihe ITS structure proposed in [1] and the mident models used in this structure were employed by the authors of a
number of ITS surveys [3-5] and many applied articles. This structure is used as the basis for comparing different ITSs.
,V j for identifying the problems faced by ITS designers in survey and applied ITS papers . The names of these modules
may vary in different studies, and additional modules may be incorporated, although the popular principle of identifying
modules based on the type of knowledge contained within has remained constant. Beginning in 1984, recent surveys [6-12]
have identified an additional interface module in which knowledge of student interaction is concentrated (Fig. 1) within the
fTS structure .
The subject of this survey is the student model, which has traditionally been considered one of the key components
of an ITS . Student models have always been the focus of considerable attention in ITS research. The importance of
student models in ITSs was identified in the earliest analytic papers on intelligent tutoring systems [13, 14] . The problems
of designing student models were identified as among the three most important groups of problems in the field in the
foreword to the first monograph on intelligent tutoring systems [15]. Beginning with the classic paper by Self [16], a
number of specialized studies have been devoted to the problems of constructing student models. While not pretending
to cover all problems connected with the student model, this review concentrates on methods and using the student model
in ITS .

auk

1 . Types of Student Models and Their Classification
It was proposed [17] that student models could be classified by the nature and form of information contained in the
. -Jels as well as the method ofinterpreting it.From our viewpoint,this proposalcan serve as the basis forclassifying student
models. In this context it is only necessary to point out that the proposed measurement breaks down into three generally
independent trends : three criteria for classifying student models in accordance with the nature, form, and method of
interpreting information contained in the models .

Tutoring
module

Expertise
module

Fig . 1 . Structure of an ideal intelligent tutoring system .
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teat t~ ~r cl&s.,, 1y ui stud~:itit models is undoubtedly the nature of the information contained in the model
' rom this vie hlx~int, all student models can he divided into two major groups (18]: models ofcourse knowledge and models
,f individual, subject-independent characteristics . These two groups are appreciably different, both in terms of the form of
representation of the model and the methods used in its construction and application .
Until recently, insufficient attention has been devoted to models of individual characteristics, and this field has been
relatively neglected . During this period, the GRUNDY studies [19, 20] represented some of the most serious research in
this field . Given the small number of studies on characteristic models, it is still difficult to make a reasonable classification
of these models .
The student knowledge model (SKM) represents a reflection of the student's stale and level of knowledge of course
material (the subject and degree of knowledge by the student) . The simplest form of SKM isa scalar model, which estimates
the level of user knowledge of the course material by means of a certain integral estimate such as a number ranging from
1 to 5 .
Unlike the scalar model, the overlay model makes it possible to display specifically what the student does and does
not know . The overlay model assumes that all knowledge of course material can be divided into certain independent portions
or elements. The simplest overlay model assigns a Boolean estimate, 1 or 0, to each element, indicating whether the student
knows or does not kngw this element . In this case, student knowledge is represented at each instant of time as a subset of
expert knowledge. It is for this reason that this type of model is called an overlay or a cover model. A more complex overlay
model provides additional displayed information, indicating the degree to which the student knows such elements. A certain
measure of knowledge of each element by the student is assigned to each such knowledge element . This can take the form
of a scalar measure (an integer or probability measure) as well as a vector estimate .
Student errors or diving, which cannot be represented within the framework of an overlay model, require the use of
bug or Buggy models, which make it possible to define and reflect the causes of incorrect student behavior. Perturbation
models represent the most extensively studied form of error models . Perturbation models assume that one or several error
elements and perturbations exist for each element of expert knowledge . Incorrect student behavior may, from the viewpoint
of this approach, be caused by the systematic application of one of the perturbations of a correct knowledge element in
place of the correct knowledge element .
Both an overlay SM and error models simulate the present state ofstudent knowledge, without relying on the structure
.expert knowledge . Overlay student models treat student knowledge as a weighted subset of expert knowledge, whereas
ror models make it possible to reflect erroneous deviations from expert knowledge . However, student knowledge may
pass through several levels during the learning process, and on each such level such knowledge may be correct and represent
a simplification or a particular case (yet not a subset) of expert knowledge . A type of model that makes it possible to reflect
the development (genesis) of student knowledge from the simple to the complex and from the particular to the general has
been proposed in a well-known paper [21 }. A genetic graph whose nodes function as the elements of procedural knowledge
(production rules) with relations representing the interaction between such nodes was proposed as a generic student model.
The genetic graph can be treated as a development of a purely overlay student model and an error model. Such a student
model provides a more exact reflection of the state of student knowledge .
Therefore, from the viewpoint of the nature of knowledge reflected by the student model, the most significant models
are overlay student models (which reflect the possible state of knowledge), error models (reflecting possible errors and
fusion), and genetic models (reflecting the possible genesis of student knowledge) .
Student models can be divided into executable and nonexecutable models based on the method of interpreting the
model [9, 17, 22] . A student model is executable if its present state can be utilized by a certain interpreter to simulate the
behavior of the modeled student when the student is solving training problems.
Executable models are referred to as procedural models from the viewpoint of the nature of knowledge reflected . Any
model reflecting procedural student knowledge can be made executable when a proper interpreter is available . The most
popular form ofexecutable models are purely procedural models whose knowledge elements are production rules. A classical
reasoning machine, which is a component part of an expert module, is used as an interpreter. It should be pointed out that
executability represents an independent measurement of the SM classification : executable models may be purely overlay
models (GUIDON [46]), error models (LMS 130,66]), and genetic models (WUSOR [21]).*
*The order in which the references are cited is determined by the order in which the methods and models are
presented . The sources violate this sequence, however, for specific developed systems (Editor's note).
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viewpoint of contents, elements of subject domain knowledge which form a generic student model may
From the
an expert or a novice, may be correct and erroneous, and may be both procedural and nonpro.nt the knowledge of
the viewpoint of the structure and form of the entire student model, such elements may be
in character. From
(element vector) and may be related by a variety of relations . A generic model in which the
,,endent of one another
elements are explicitly related is a network (the nodes are the knowledge elements and the arcs
Ions between model
of which reflects the structure of the subject domain under analysis. We shall refer to such
structure
the
he relations),
models
. The structuredness-nonstructuredness also represents an independent measurement
tels as structural-network
models
may be both overlay and genetic as well as executable and nonexecutable models .
structure
M classification :
structural-network
models is the genetic graph noted above, which is an executable student
of the most developed
lel.
2, Methods of Constructing and Updating Student Models
Three groups of models can be classified in accordance with the information source used to update the student models
maintain the model in a timely manner) : student models updated based on an analysis of student actions, models directly
fated as a result of a student action, and self-updating models. An example of a model that only updates upon student
,on is an artificial student model [23] . An example ofself-updating models are models that reflect the process of forgetting
Veakening of knowledge over time) [24,25] and models simulating the shift of focus of student attention [26]. Several
,hods of student model updating are commonly used simultaneously in many systems [25-27] .
The primary source ofdata for updating student models is the student himself . A purely citation-based classification
types of information was proposed in [28] for use in constructing a student model:
-an implicit model based on observing the actions of a student while solving a problem ;
- -- -ri explicit classification based on a direct dialogue between the system and the student;
-- structural classification based on the structure of interrelations between the elements of knowledge of the subject
:;lain under study;
-a background or historical classification [1] based on a common generalized estimate of the knowledge and
ipabilities of the student and on his previous experience .
The third and fourth points require a brief explanation based on examples . A variety of relations between knowledge
ements may serve as an example of structural information used in constructing student models . Many systems employ
precedence" relations, which denote that knowledge of one of the elements represents acondition for assimilating another
' . ,nt . If the student has demonstrated knowledge of a certain element, we can conclude that this student also has some
f knowledge of a preceding element . On the other hand, a lack of knowledge of a precursor indicates a likely lack
'edge of skills deriving from this element . Another method of updating student models is used in, for example, the
t0] and QUADBASE [72] systems. Another possible relation can be derived from the fact that a similar element
.. more complex than another (BIP-2 [58] and MFE [ 17]). If mastery of a more complex skill has been demonstrated,
c can conclude that a less complex skill has also been mastered.
An example of background information is the learning factor : a certain accumulated integral estimate of the rate of
student progress through a course . If a student who has solved a problem has demonstrated a mastery of a certain element
of knowledge, the measure of learning of this element in the student model is elevated in proportion to the learning factor .
Thus, the greater the leaming factor, the fewer problems that must be solved to achieve the final training goal [24, 27]. The
so-called prir ;pal mean plays an analogous role in the GCAI system .
,
Structural and background information only represent auxiliary information and are not a commonly used source for
updating a student model. The main source for updating a student model is explicit and implicit information derived from
the responses of the student to questions generated by the system, results from problem solving, and observation of the
problem-solving procedure employed by the student and the student's operation within the system, which can be derived
from an analysis of the student's responses and actions. The procedure for this approach will be described in detail below.
Here we briefly note two additional non-traditional methods of updating student models . First, the student can convey to
the system his own assessment of his level of knowledge in explicit form. Rich [20] believes that this is not a typical method
used in student models, although it can be successfully employed in, for example, the BIP system [57] as an auxiliary
method . Second, one or several special tests can be given to the student prior to the beginning of the training course . This
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Fig . 2. Classification of information recovered .

method can be used to identify the student's preceding experience and to determine a numberofhis individual characteristics .
The volume and accuracy of information that the ITS can derive from student responses and from observing student
activities will largely depend on the type and complexity of the student model in use . The more advanced the student model
used in the ITS the deeper the diagnostics ofstudent knowledge achieved by the system. Clancey [22]proposed a classification
of potential information derived from the degree ofdiagnostic depth . This classification is based on the division of student
models employed in this paper into general models, a reasoning procedure (RP) and a situation-specific model (Fig. 2).
From Clancey's viewpoint, the general student model is comprised of the student's knowledge of the subject domain
employed in any situation to solve any problem . By applying this knowledge in a particul ;;lr problem, the student constructs
a model of this problem (a situation-specific model) . An example of such a model is the proof of a specific theorem in
mathematics, or diagnosis of a specific patient in medicine.
Thus, based on the student's answers and an analysis of his actions, the inl- lligent tutoring system can perform the
following :
1 a) Determine the accuracy of student statements on the problem, i .e., the student's understanding of the problem .
1 b) Determine the accuracy ofthe student's statement on the general model, i .e., essentially his knowledge of primary
facts in ?he subject domain under analysis . This form of information, as a rule, will be represented in explicit form in the
student's response to system questions from which it can be easily recovered .
2) Test the consistency of the solution given by the student (the situation-specific models) in light of data on the
problem and knowledge of the general model known to the student. For diagnostic training systems, for example, this would
mean consistency between the hypothesis of the illness (injury) with symptoms known to the student (SOPHIE, GUIDON)
[46, 77] . For systems teaching how to solve the theorems, this includes the correct formulation of each step of the proof
(Geometry Tutor) [65]. For program training systems this will include the syntactical and linguistic accuracy of the program
solution .
3) Define which elements of knowledge were employed by the student in formulating a solution or hypothesis. There
are several technologies for using such information to update an overlay student model . The most well-known technology
of differential modeling will be described below .
4) Determine which errors in the general model (ofconfusion) have been responsible for the observed incorrect student
behavior .
5) Determine. which errors or nonoptimal reasoning could give rise to the observed incorrect student behavior. There
arc several technologies for identifying errors and confusion in factographic and procedural knowledge . An overlay model
is used in many cases here, although this model only makes it possible to determine one type of error : the absence of
knowledge elements. Therefore, a conceptual or procedural error model is required for qualitative diagnostics on this level.
6) Determine the cause of confusion in the general model or the error in the reasoning procedure . Such a diagnostic
level requires a knowledge of a certain error production mechanism in the given subject domain .
Methods of student knowledge diagnostics can be classified as a function of the information source employed for the
diagnostics . There are two information sources (explicit and implicit [28]): the student's responses to system questions and
problems, and the student's behavior . This system can be used to identify methods of analyzing responses and student
actions during problem solving . The latter group of methods essentially breaks down into two subgroups depending on
whether or not the system knows which problem the student is solving . Finally, methods of analyzing the student's solution
programs for program instruction can be classified as a separate group.
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student responses . Hcre, student responses refer both to responses to the system's questions
Methods of analyzing
results of tutoring problems solved by the student. It is possible to identify two essentially different types of
t4 to the
simple questions require from the student mastery of precisely a single knowledge
System problems and tasks . Responses to
domain : a fact, a rule, or a fragment of the course . A response to complex questions requires that the
4cment in the subject
h subject domain .
knowledge elements in te
dent possess several
to
simple
questions,
it is, as a rule, sufficient to rate the answer as correct or incorrect . In
In analyzing the responses
answer, it is possible, for example, to increase the measure of learning of the knowledge element whose
the case of a correct
mastery has been demonstrated by the student, while in the case ofan incorrect answer, to reduce this measure . This method
(74], MALT [68], GCAI [62], and QUADBASE [72] systems as the basic method and as an
rags used in the SCHOLAR
auxiliary method in a number of other systems . If the system employs a perturbation error model, we can easily determine
from the incorrect response on the part of the student which perturbation of the tested element ofknowledge was responsible
for the error.
An analysis of responses to questions and problems requiring mastery of several elements of knowledge is much more
correct answer, the system can suggest that the student has demonstrated mastery of all elements
Lomplex . If, in the case ofa
with
this problem (and the weights of these elements in the student model have been increased
of knowledge associated
correspondingly), then in the case of an incorrect response, it remains unclear as to the lack of knowledge of which of these
elements is responsible for the incorrect response. Formally speaking, all elements required to solve the problem are under
suspicion. However, reducing the weights of all these elements in the student model, as is carried out in the BIP system,
[57] introduces strong noise into the student model . One method ofreducing such noise is to use the structural and background
information noted above . For example, knowledge of the relations between elements of the subject domain and preceding
experience reflected in the overlay student model make it possible for the BIP-11 [58], WISOR [21], and ISOP [27] systems
to identify fairly accurately, from a large set of suspicious elements, a much narrower subset, knowledge of which is likely
to be responsible for the observed error.
The most effective diagnostics of responses to complex questions can be obtained if the systems use an executable
student model (an accessible error model and a simple overlay student model are desirable). In this case, the diagnostic
module can, by various methods, select or derive a set of true or erroneous SD elements that upon interpretation yield a
response that is identical to the student's response . The resulting set is identified by the present student model.
The DEBUGGY [611, LMS [30], PIXIE [70], and CPT [60] systems represent examples of the substantially different
[29] response-based reasoning models . The main problem in deriving or selecting a model is that the response provided to
the system can be obtained by a variety ofmethods, which produces an enormous search space for possible models . Heuristics
(DEBUGGY) or special methods of reducing the size of the search can be used to deal with the combinatorial explosion
[30] .
It is generally possible to avoid problems of searching for possible student models if the system employs a method
of deriving a student model from a response. A special debugging technology borrowed from artificial intelligence is used
in the CRT system to derive a student model that is a Prolog program .
It should be pointed out that these methods (LMS and CRT) require a knowledge of several student responses to
several teaching problems to derive the student model accurately . This is not always convenient in practical systems, the
more so as the student's knowledge may change from one problem to another . The most successful systems of this type
can be used as purely diagnostic systems [ 12] .
Analysis of the process of solving of a known problem . Observing the student's progress in solving a problem
provides the system with additional information on the student's knowledge and makes it possible to avoid a complex search
or conjecture . Expert systems have the most advanced methods of observing problem solving . Procedural knowledge on
problem solving in the subject domain under ~±rralysis together with a subject domain expert who is able to solve any of the
problems presented to the student by utilizing such knowledge provide the basis of such systems . An example of such a
system is the GUIDON system, which trains medical students in diagnoses . The GUIDON system expert, who knows the
problem presented to the student, can solve the problem by observing the problem-solving process used by the student. At
each step ofthe solution, the system knows all elements ofprocedural knowledge (rules) used at that instant, which includes
all permissible correct actions on the part of the student . Hence it is possible to determine on the basis of the student's
actions which rules he is using and to introduce the corresponding changes into the overlay student model.
The well-known model tracing technology first introduced in the Lisp Tutor system [2] represents an advancement
of the technology proposed in the GUIDON system [46] to the case of an error model. The Lisp Tutor system contains all
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possible correct rules Ihat c.ui be used by the student in solving the problem (an ideal student model) together with acaal
of possible erroneous rules derived from an analysis of protocols. By solving the problem with the student, the s
knows all possible correct and incorrect rules used in each solution step. This makes it possible to determine a s y
correct or incormca rule used by a student in the current step of the decision-making process based on the next action;
the student . After determining that an erroneous rule served as the basis of the action, the system recognizes that the
itself is erroneous and explains the error to the student by means of additional information from the error catalogue
The model tracing technology has recently been used in expert intelligent tutoring systems . One drawback of .,
diagnostic rnethod is a certain degree of limitation on the students' freedom during the solution process . In order forthgt
system to understand the student, the student must use only those actions that are included in the set ofcorrect and erroneo~
rules of the system in each learning step. In certain subject domains, this limit is not convenient for a student (which is t
reason for the critique of the Lisp Tutor system [10]), whereas in other subject domains this represents a reasonable limita
by forcing the student to follow a correct solution procedure (FisioDisk) [52].
Analysis of student actions . The most complex process is the analysis of the student's actions, ifthe problem bein
solved by the student is not known to the system .
A particular case of such a situation is the game situation where the student, generally speaking, is not solving a
problem but rather is playing a certain collective (WEST) [39] or individual (WUSOR) game [21]. The game context
assumes that the purpose of the student player is to gain an advantage, and hence each step in the game can be treated as a
certain mini-problem, the response to which is the next move by the student. The game situation can be reduced to one of
the preceding situations when the system contains an expert player who, at each step of the game, is capable of choosing
the optimal move and, possibly, several permissible, yet nonoptimal moves . In this case, if the knowledge required by the
player is commonly procedural knowledge, model tracing technology can be used. Such an approach has been applied in
the WUSOR [21] system .One characteristic feature of this system is the use ofa genetic knowledge model, i .e ., the reflection
of possible player knowledge in their early development stages. In following the student's progress, the expert uses
+iowledge on the same level (plateau) of the model achieved by the human player. This permits a more accurate represc ration of the diagnosis and also makes it possible to provide advice that is applicable to the level of knowledge of the
student .
The interesting "differential modelling" method commonly cited was developed based on a game contest in the
W1-1:ST system [30] . Each move in the game which this system leaches requires knowledge of several elements in the subject
domain . An expert module in the subject domain (the game expert) and a special recognition module, which is capable of
determining knowledge of which elements is required in any given move to make this move, are employed for modeling .
After the student has made the next move, the expert proposes its move, which is the optimal move for the given situation .
The recognition module identifies the set of knowledge elements required to make the moves proposed by the student and
by the expert . If the moves and the set coincide, it is assumed that the student has demonstrated knowledge of all elements
in the set. If the moves and sets are different, a subset of knowledge elements present in the expert set and absent in the
student's set is identified. These elements come under suspicion : It is possible that a lack of knowledge or incomplete
knowledge of such sets have impeded the student from making a better move.
This technology is comparatively simple and effective and is used in a number ofpractical intelligent tutoring systems .
An overlay student model in differential modeling systems will, as a rule, contain three counters foreach knowledge element ;
these counters will indicate the number of times the student has appropriately or inappropriately employed the given
knowledge element and the number of times the element was not used in an appropriate situation (WEST, GTT) [39, 64]
respectively . During differential modeling, the student model accumulates statistics that can be use¢ directly-by the tutoring
module.
It should be noted that the game context is not a standard context for intelligent tutoring systems, but rather serves
as more of a proving ground to test new ideas such as the genetic graph or differential modeling. In the general case of
analyzing a student's actions, the context cannot predict which problem the student will solve, and hence expert technology
cannot be directly used.
Without knowing the problem to be solved, the system cannot evaluate the actions of the student as incorrect or
inexperienced . However, the system can trace all student actions and define in the student model the actual use of such
actions or knowledge elements required to perform such actions . In a number of subject domains it isalso possible to identify
in the course of observing operation, formal errors that will be independent ofthe problem solved (the analog ofsyntactical
programming errors) and to take these into account in the model (ReGIS, BETS) [40,61 .
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conceptual yet informal analysis of student actions, the system must recognize the goal and plan of
To carry out a
i.e., understand what the student wants to do and how he plans to do it. Plan recognition is a comparatively
,,u&nt operations,
of ITS designers. The first ITS, entitled Macsyma Advisor [69), is capable of student goal and plan
ne field of researct±
diagnostics on this basis; this system was developed in the early 1980s . Serious efforts in this field
cognition and initiates
half
of the 1980s [31, 32) in connection with the development of so-called intelligent help systems
second
expanded in the
to provide help to applied system users. Since the useremploys any applied system to solve
designed
systems are
(331 . Such
than
for teaching (i.e., the problem for which the system was built), standard training actions,
problem rather
his own specific
permitted here. The only possible method ofoperation is to recognize which problem is being
problems, and tasks are not
explain
to the user at the appropriate instant such elements as user errors, nonoptimal actions, to
and
to
user
solved by the
user
of
insufficient
facts, etc . [34].
the
offer help, to inform
to
have
sufficient
plan recognition capability, it requires knowledge of possible problems to be
For the help system
solved in the given subject domain as well as possible correct and incorrect execution plans . Ifsuch knowledge is sufficiently
comprehensive, the help 'system in most cases will succeed in recognizing the student's goal and plan, will compare the
student's actions to one of the existing plans, and on this basis can initiate diagnostics and help. A shell was developed
within the framework of the well-known EUROHELP project [34] to develop intelligent help systems that can be refined
for the required subject domain by incorporating knowledge as noted above [35] .
Program analysis methods. A special field of diagnostics is program analysis : analysis of the solutions of teaching
problems for programming teaching applications. From the viewpoint of classifying output information, such a program
constitutes a response to a problem . However each program essentially is a coded sequence of actions . Hence methods
similar to those used to analyze student actions are employed for program analysis (121 .
It is sufficient to use the programming language constructions (ISOP) as the subject domain elements for a formal
analysis of programs [27] . In this case, the correct utilization of the construction constitutes proof of knowledge of ttx
corresponding element, while errors (syntactical or linguistic) are treated as incorrect knowledge . If the system stores a
reference solution for each problem, differential modeling technology can be used for more precise diagnostics .
For a deeper analysis of the program, the system must know which possible path (plan) the student has chosen for
his program . Without knowledge of this plan, a conceptual analysis is virtually impossible. One possible approach more
(MALT) or less (Lisp Tutor) [67) rigidly limits the student's freedom in choosing a plan to solve the problem by holding
the student within the framework of one or a few plans known to the system . This approach is simpler, although it is
commonly criticized, since it essentially converts programming training into coding training . In this regard, considerable
attention has recently been focused on program plan recognition.
The recognition of the underlying plan of a program is largely similar to the recognition ofplans of actions examined
above. Research on program plan recognition began as early as the 1970s in the field of artificial intelligence. The PROUST
system [711, which is capable of program plan recognition, is the most well known system. This system utilizes a knowledge
base of possible plans for solving problems and subproblems, together with a complex goal-plan-subgoal network . All tasks
to be handled have a special description that relates these tasks to the goals of the knowledge base. In the absolute majority
of cases the system is capable of identifying the most likely plan for solving a problem . By comparing this plan to the plan
obtained, PROUST can reasonably accurately diagnose an entire series of fragment miss or operator transposition errors .
A special error catalogue in which the underlying confusion associated with the observed error is listed, is employed to
diagnose student confusion .
Program analysis constitutes an active subfield of research in intelligent tutoring systems . New ITSs with such
capabilities have appeared recently. A more detailed discussion of program analysis methods and certain systems in this
field can be found in [ 12, 36] .
' '
3. Methods and Technologies for Using Student Models
Consistent with the traditional view ofstudent models as an interface between the student model module and the tutor
module, the actual status of the student model is used by the tutor module to individualize the teaching process supported
by the tutor.When engaged in the tutoring process, the tutor module can execute awide range ofdifferent functionsperformed
by a human tutor in traditional training, and the student model can be used for adaptive execution ofeach ofthese functions.
One excellent and extensively cited classification of tutor-module functions and methods of employing student models for
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their adaptive execution has Ix-en proposed by Self [37]. According to this classification . all these functions can be divided
into six main types:
1) student error and confusion remediation functions ;
2) student knowledge development functions that may at present be correctly, yet incompletely, understood ;
3) strategic functions that revise the tutor-module strategy itself when necessary :
4) diagnostic functions or functions to achieve an exact determination of the student's state of knowledge ;
5) prediction functions, i.e., determining the probable response of the student to a teaching action ;
6) functions of assessing the performance of the student, the ITS itself.
It is this functional classification that is used in this section to describe the student model methods and application
technologies ; only the sequence in which these groups of functions are analyzed has been modified .
3.1 . Knowledge development .The development ofa student's knowledge in the subject domainunderstudy represents
one of the main functions of many existing ITSs. The knowledge development process begins when the tutoring module
defines the knowledge picture of the student as incomplete, and it consists of four stages:
1) a definitioppf precisely what knowledge the student lacks (what to teach);
2) the choice of an appropriate moment for knowledge development (when to teach) ;
3) the choice of a method of knowledge development : a teaching action (how to teach) ;
4) the execution of the chosen teaching action .
The student model can be used effectively at each of these stages .
Stage : What to teach? Three ITS operating modes can be identified in accordance with the method of determining
what knowledge the student lacks.
1) Goal-oriented tutoring. In this mode, the system has a certain tutoring goal: a subset of knowledge on the subject
domain which must be taught to a particular student. The tutoring module can employ an overlay student model at each
stage of goal-oriented tutoring to determine which goal knowledge elements have already been studied and to what degree,
and which elements remain relatively or completely neglected . Then, the subset that will be studied in the present stage is
chosen by a certain strategy from the entire set of relatively neglected knowledge elements. In systems employing a vector
(unstructured) student model, the next test subset is chosen randomly or in accordance with a preestablished training procedure (BIP, ASOD) [57, 80] . If the system has a structural-network student model, the relations between the knowledge
elements can establish a reasonable choice of the subset to be studied. For example, elements with unstudied predecessors
(BIP-II [58], ISOP [27], Assembler Tutor [56], ReGIS [40], and QUADBASE [72]) are automatically eliminated from this
subset . On the other hand, the elements associated with subsets already studied are inserted first . Thus a front of studied
knowledge elements essentially propagates through a network student model [21].
2) Active help. In this mode, the system observes the actions of the student solving a certain problem . By identifying
the incorrect or nonoptimal behavior of the student, the system attempts to determine the elements, a lack of knowledge of
which would result in such behavior of the student . It is these critical elements that are tagged by the student model as
unknown or requiring development . The set of critical elements are determined by student behavior using one of the three
techniques discussed in Section 2 such as differential modeling.
3) Passive help or the question and answer mode. In this mode, the student explicitly requests information needed
from the system . The question can be selected from a menu of possible questions [38] or formulated in a natural language
(NL) subset. In the first case, the subset of required knowledge elements must be simply related to the question, whereas
in the second case, it is necessary to analyze the NL question to derive this subset. A special generic student model expanded
to include natural language words and phrases is required for such an analysis, thereby considerably simplifying the analysis
procedure . The majority of natural language analysis methods were developed in the early stages of ITS (SCHOLAR,
SOPHIE) [44, 77] and recently less attention has been devoted to natural language dialogue in ITSs, obviously due to the
development of new types of student interfaces.
It is interesting to note that the absolute majority of ITSs support one or two of these modes. Essentially the type of
ITS and the entire training process will determine which of the knowledge development modes is the primary mode. Systems
that suppoil a goal-oriented training mode are usually called "teachers" or "tutors" and the sequence ofknowledge studied
in this case will be determined by the generic student model and the tutoring goal. Systems supporting the active help mode
in solving a problem known to the system are usually called "coaches" (this term was first introduced in [39]). Systems
that support the active help mode during independent student operation are called intelligent help systems [33]. As a rule,
the question and answer mode constitutes a secondary mode of an ITS and can be combined with all modes described above .
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the question and answer mode is the main knowledge development .mode, although such systems
am ITSs in which
accurately called questioning systems rather than training systems .
The choice of an appropriate moment for student knowledge development is not a mandatory
Stage ; When to teach?
only to active help systems in which student knowledge development requires interruption
This stage is important
at a certain instant . Nonetheless, the "when to teach" problem has traditionally been conprocess
1W student solution
problem
in ITSs. The simplest approach is to interrupt the student immediately as soon as the error
a very important
f Donoptimality is identified to indicate the cause or the knowledge not available to the student, This approach has been
valid approach in [2] . The opposing approach-the tutoring paradigm-has been
Mired as the most psychologically
Here,
errors
and
nonoptimalities are allowed and are summed in the student model until an error is
.
substarrtiated in [39J
.
Only
then,
at the most appropriate moment, will the student learn of incorrect or nonoptimal
UW8e in a relevant context
informed of insufficient knowledge . In this case, the student model serves as an error accumulator, while
behavior and be
the systems tests at each step whether or not the situation is suitable for disclosure of accumulated errors.
Stage : Now to teach? The choice of the teaching action (TA) itself may generally precede the choice of the type of
teaching action. The choice of type is usually made in the few systems where there are several different types of actions:
cxpianations, tests, examples, and problems (RcGIS, ISOP) [40, 27]. A characteristic model [ 18, 401 is, as a rule, used at
this stage.
In the TA selection stage, the system must generate or select from a special database the teaching action of required
complexity that covers the elements ofknowledge from the critical set defined in the first stage. In simple subject domains,
where each teaching action is precisely equated with a single knowledge element, the transition from an element set to
teaching actions presents no problems and does not require a student model (GSAI [ti2], SCHOLAR (74], QUADBASE
(721) . Special student-model based technologies (MALT, BIP, BIP-1I, ReGIS, ISOP) are used in t omplex subject domains
(such as in programming) in which the teaching action (example or problem) is related to several knowledge elements to
select or generate teaching actions . For example, in the MALT system, the next problem is chosen from elementary subproblems that in this case represent knowledge elements, with the probability of the subproblem-element being incorporated
into the generated problem inversely proportional to the probability of mastering this element as reflected by the student
model . In the ISOP system, all teaching actions stored in the TA bank are related to the generic student model by means of
spectra, The SM spectrum is simply a list ofknowledge elements used. A special strategy utilizing TA spectra and the state
of the student model (41] is employed to choose a teaching action of optimal complexity for the critical set of concepts.
A free-style tutoring mode is an alternative mode used in a number of systems ; in this case, the student himself
determines what to do next. In the case of free-style tutoring, Stages 1 and/or 3 are executed by the student himself, where
the student can define as the next elements either the studied course elements or the next teaching actions. However, in this
case, a student model will be useful: It can be used, for example, to construct a list of knowledge elements available for
study or permissible reasoning procedures (ISOP) [271. The relative difficulty ofa teaching action calculated by means of
a student model may even be indicated in the menu of permissible teaching actions to provide further orientation for students .
Stage: Implementation of teaching action . In the majority of systems, teaching actions are implemented without a
student model . However, certain ITS examples have demonstrated that a student model can be used successfully in this
stage as well . Thus, the degree of detail of an explanation of a certain concept is defined by means of a student model in
the QUADBASE and ]SOP systems ; the more the concept is studied, the less the detail provided in the explanation . In the
same manner as in the GSAI system, the degree to which a concept has been studied will determine the degree of detail in
the interaction occurring during the solution of the problem relating to this concept . The MALT system and the system
discussed in [42] make it possible to accelerate the decision-making process by automatically performing those steps in
the solution that are mastered by the student according to the student model .
In concluding this section it should be noted that overlay student models are quite sufficient for student knowledge
development . In this case, it would be desirable to employ a network form of representation of a generic student model,
since the relations between knowledge elements may be of considerable assistance in the different stages of knowledge
development .
3.2. Error remediation . Error and confusion remedia(ion functions occupy fast place is Self's classification [37).
Consistent with the most common understanding of an ITS in use today as a system that observes student problem solving
and identifies student errors and confusion, the remediation function is a primary function in an ITS (see Section 4.1) . It is
not surprising that a number of error remediation methods have been substantiated to date. Self has identified eight error
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wnitdiatic>n lTwthods;
- , definition, explicit remediation, implicit rcrnediation or prompting, counter examples, dern.
onstration of a solution method, access to previous experience, repeated attempt, tactical retreat.
A system requires an error model to perform the majority of these functions.
Error definition involves generating a word description ofan error and additional explanations and recommendation s
to correct the error for the student . As a rule, an ITS will use an error and confusion catalogue for this purpose ; this catalogue
represents a component part of the error model . In the simplest case (the MALT) the catalogue contains, in addition to each
error, an NL message which is also displayed when an error is identified . In the more complex case (PROUST and Lisp
Tutor) the catalogue will only store message patterns that are adjusted prior to generation for the context in which the error
occurred. Self considered as an ideal case message generation directly from the errorrule. Such systems as GIL [63] appeared
after Self's paper [37] was written.
Explicit remediation involves explicit presentation to the student of knowledge or skills the absence of which was
responsible for the observed error (this version was considered in the preceding section), or the system's execution of a step
in the solution process which the student could not correctly perform . Most commonly, explicit remediation is employed
when the system is capable of identifying the actual error but is not capable of classifying this error (the error is not included
in the catalogue or there is nq,error catalogue). For example, the Lisp Tutor system, after a student twice performs actions
that are not described in the generic student model, will itself take the next step for the student, thereby avoiding confusion
m the part of the student .
Implicit remediation, unlike explicit remediation, only provides a student in difficulty with prompts of correct
now ledge or actions. It is even possible to set up several levels of prompts with increasing particularity in such ITS s as a
roof training system (UPSM [78] and Geometry Tutor).
A counter example is a system-generated situation or problem in which the erroneous knowledge of the student will
ad to an explicitly erroneous result from the viewpoint of the student himself [43]. A counter example is the most complex
,t effective method of confusion remediation . The WHY system [79] is an example of a system using this method .
One possible remediation method is to show the student the solution path generated by the system based on the student
;ponse using the DEBUGGY or the LMS method .
Occasionally, accessing previous experience stored in the student model may help the system to define the cause of
. ,Tor at11d may help the student correct the error. Thus, when errors occur in work utilizing knowledge previously used,
ah,)ellation to problems specially selected by the student model from problems solved successfully may assist a student
deal with difficulties .
A repeated attempt involves presenting the student with a similar problem for solution . From the viewpoint of the
dent model, the new problem must be similar to the old problem in terms of its constituent knowledge elements. Such a
,blem can be chosen or generated by one of the methods described in Section 3.1 using the student model.
By using the student model, the system may temporarily retreat from the domain causing confusion and may temrri?v exclude from the spectra of proposed teaching actions those difficult knowledge elements and insert in their place
rents preceding the difficult elements in the student model for their reinforcement .
Knowledge diagnostics . Knowledge diagnostics refers to the maximum possible accurate definition of the state
c'
iowledge. In the majority ofcases, such a problem arises in a diagnostic ITS for which deep diagnostics were
f [ 12] . For example, assume that the system knows that the student is utilizing knowledge elements P1 or P2,
precisely understood which element is used. If we are sure that the student is utilizing only one ofthese elements,
,dent model can be used to generate a test problem (DEBUGGY, LMS) or to generate additional questions (CRT)
nable a precise determination of the element utilized to be made. If, due to weak knowledge, the student uses first one
hen the other element, the student model can be used to choose an appropriate example that demonstratesto the student
h of the elements must be used.
3.4 . Strategic functions . The tutoring module functions examined above should be treated as tactical functions.
ever, tactical actions to choose the next teaching action can only represent part ofa more global plan or teaching strategy
tems employing goal-oriented training . The strategic functions of the tutoring module may include plan modification
itegy functions if they are ineffective for this student.
Very few existing ITSs have the ability to modify a teaching plan or strategy in the full sense of this word . Good yet
Ily realized proposals in this direction can be found in [6, 44,45]. There is, however, a whole series of systems that
several student operating modes (styles) and are capable of modifying this state by adapting to a specific student.
i student model can be used as the basis for determining the need to modify a mode or to select a new ITS . In this
~ .
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corresponding
ruks and the
functions . Self divides prediction and assessment functions into separate groups of
and
assessment
3.5 . Prediction
are
divided
into prediction of the student's behavior and prediction of the student's learning
fu,tions . Prediction functions
Assessment functions are divided into assessment of the student and an assessment of the ITS itself . It is sufficient to
student model to predict student behavior during problem solving. An "artificial student"-type model
have an executable
acquisition ofknowledge is needed to predict the course ofstudy. This model can be used, for example,
that simulates student
by the tutoring module to select an optimal teaching action and to attempt to try it out initially on an artificial student.
The student assessment function, which was oncea very important function in the paradigm of programmable teaching,
has lost its role in ITSs. Nonetheless, by using a student model, an ITS can precisely assess the student performance on any
given scale, and this is in fact performed on several systems . Moreover, the ITS makes it possible to realize complex testing
,;rategies (TEST) [45] that take into account the percentage of goal success by the student, the average level of a group of
students, and even their personality traits. An "artificial student" model can be used to evaluate the operation of the entire
tutoring system. For example, it is possible to compare the effectiveness of two ITS versions assigning identical "artificial
students" to these versions and to compare the results obtained over an identical time [371.
4, The Old and New Paradigms for Using the Student Model
No ITS has yet been developed that uses the entire spectrum ofmethods ofstudent model construction and application.
As a rule, existing student models were developed within the framework of a specific paradigm, a specific view of the role
and functions of an ITS in the tutoring process. Each such paradigm has its own specific approaches to constructing and
using a student model .
4.1. The expert paradigm . The expert paradigm is probably the most popular paradigm developed to date for constructing an ITS . According to this paradigm, the primary function of an ITS is to support student solutions to problems.
The role of the ITS in this process is student error and confusion diagnostics, i.e ., checking student solutions, identifying
errors that occur during the solution process, and identifying confusion underlying errors and their causes . The authors of
ITS [8] considered the identification of the causes of errors to be their primary goal. It is assumed that diagnostic results
are used for error and confusion remediation by employing one of the methods in Section 3.2. The role of the ITS within
the framework of this paradigm can be compared to the role of a private tutor whose purpose is to train the student to solve
problems in a specific subject domain correctly.
The most successful subject domain for such a paradigm is a rather formalized subject domain in which the solution
to a problem is achieved by a sequence of formal operations. The two most popular subject domains can be identified as
an example: column subtraction and elementary algebra . The knowledge required for problem solving can be represented
as a set of "condition-action" rules (a knowledge base) and erroneous knowledge can be represented by an analogous set
of "false rules ." A procedural expert in the subject domain-a reasoning machine-is the basis of the problem-solving
system in such a subject domain ; this machine, by interpreting the knowledge base, is itself capable of solving-any of
the problems in the specific subject domain . A subject domain expert can be used to solve any of the problems in the
given subject domain . The subject domain expert makes it possible to set up a demonstration of sample solutions to
problems and to help a student to solve a problem . The expert may propose a prompt, the next step, or can complete a
solution started by the student .
An optimal student model in such domains is a procedural error model in which the knowledge elements are true and
false rules . In this case, precise student knowledge diagnostics will involve determining the set of rules and false rules that
the student uses in solving problems. This set is called the present student model. It is derived from the observed behavior
of the student and/or the student-generated results .
This expert paradigm was developed by the early 1980s under the influence of expert systems research. The main
ideas and methods within the framework of this paradigm were developed in creating such help systems as SOPHIE I-III
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WEST, and Guidon WUSOR, and such knowledge diagnostic systems as DEBUGGY and LMS . Such research
comprised most of the contents of [15] and became a commonly used handbook of ITS designers for over a decade. giving
a new name to this field (before the term ITS, the term ALAI, intelligent computer-assisted instruction, was used) . It is not
surprising that many researchers in the ITS field have come to believe that this paradigm is the only possible paradigm, and
the procedural error model is the ideal form of student model to which one must aspire .
4 .2. Critique of the expert paradigm . Subsequent research to advance the expert paradigm and attempts to employ
this paradigm in new subject domains began to reveal its obvious drawbacks and limitations and the underlying procedural
error moiel . For example, it was determined that it is not possible to construct a good error model in less formalized subject
domains, and that it is generally not clear for a number of subject domains how to construct such a model; for example,
what to classify as rules and false rules [4] . The process of constructing a fairly comprehensive error model in formalized
subject domains became very difficult since compiling the error catalogue requires analyzing a large number of problemsolving protocols . Even for such a simple subject domain as column subtraction, a complete error model was constructed
only after several man-years of work . In this case, the more advanced the error catalogue, the more complex the process of
deriving a model of a specific student in the enormous space of possible models [30].
Finally, let us assume that a good catalogue has been compiled and the system can derive from observed actions an
exact student model, student errors, and the causes of such errors . It became clear that there are not many methods of easily
using the derived information [47, 48] and these are principally error remediation methods . The majority of such methods
of using th< model do not require such information (Section 3).
The ;psychological validity (objectivity) of the error model is doubtful . Special research [47] has shown that the
possible sets of false rules may be appreciably different for different groups of students; moreover, it is difficult to construct
a stable set of false rules even for the same student. Certain doubts were also expressed on the pedagogical validity of the
error model . The concept that the student problem-solving model underlying the paradigm reflects the formal approach to
problem solving under which the student manipulates symbols in problem solving without understanding the meaning of
the transformations has been substantiated in [48]. It is this fact that is responsible for the multitude of confusing errors for
which false rules are used for representation in the error models .
Hence, from the viewpoint of the critics ofthe present paradigm [47,481, error models have turned out to be complex,
psychologically indefensible, and, moreover, of little use to ITSs. It is not surprising that recently many researchers, who
have grown disillusioned with the existing paradigm and error models, have generally doubted that student models are
required for ITSs [49]. At the same time, this has made it possible to avoid the difficulty of constructing a student model.
The following are the most important proposals .
1, The student model should not be derived from the final student answer, but rather user-friendly interfaces for
problem solving should be constructed such that the student can use such interfaces in explicit form to inform the system
of his intermediate problem-solving steps.
2 . The accuracy of student diagnostics cannot exceed the level usable by the ITS, since diagnostics does not represent
a goal in itself, but rather a means of individualizing tutoring.
[77],
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Fig . 3. Goals of user and student models .

3. It is necessary to avoid viewing student models only as a means of confusion correction : this represents only one
of SMs (Section 3).
area of application
4. It is necessary to avoid viewing 1TSs as an infallible tutor that knows everything about the student and provides
ITS as an assistant or tool in the training process .
absolutely correct advice. It is more accurate to treat the
in
Self's
study
[47]
essentially
represent the main characteristics of the new ITS paradigm.
collected
The proposals
in
the
late
1980s
and
has
gradually
replaced the expert paradigm . The main differences
This paradigm began to appear
The
new
paradigm enables the traditional problems of student
pet ,,,~cen the new and the old paradigm are listed in the table.
model design to be overcome, thereby increasing the total utility of the student model. The role ofassistant does not require
tutor infallibility, which makes it possible to reduce the accuracy requirements on the SM and to transfer the main attention
model accessible to the
to achieving model utility . In particular, a system-assistant can make the contents of the student
student and can even convert the SM into one of his tools. One of the most important tasks within the framework of the
new paradigm has been to expand the number of ITS functions supported by the student model.
An analysis of a numl---r of new, yet welt-known ITSs (BRIDGE [59] RBT, GTT, SMITHTOWN [76], and SHERI,OCK [75] enable the rnain !TSs characteristics to be represented within the framework of the new paradigm . Such an ITS
mainly provides the student with a user-friendly environment for independent operation and experiments in the subject
domain. The pedagogical (teaching) component within the framework of this environment can support goal-oriented teaching
of a part of a course, generation of teaching problems, and problem-solving support, as well as knowledge diagnostics. It
is significant that the director in the system is more likely to be the student than the tutor. Tutoring and the problems
themselves are not related to one another, but rather are presented to the student . As a rule, the student himself will request
the next element of the training process or the next training problem from the system. The most important function of the
new type of ITS is to support independent investigations of the student within the environment . The ITS must address the
. wandering" of the student, provide him with help, and develop the student's knowledge and skill both within the subject
under study [34] and in independent research (SMITHTOWN). The student model must support this entire range of ITS
functions .
5. The Student and User Models
In attempting to identify methods of increasing the utility of the student model in an ITS, it is necessary to focus on
the experience of a neighboring field: the construction of user models in interactive systems. So-called adaptive interactive
systems, i .e., systems that attempt to adapt to the new level of knowledge and the capabilities ofa specific user, have a need
for user models [ 17, 50, 51 ] .
5.1 . User models and adaptation in interactive systems . Generally, any. interactive system requires user adaptation
to maintain a successful interaction . As noted in [51] the human operator and the interactive system form a closed
human-computer system the successful operation of which requires mutual adaptation of parts of this system . The majority
of interactive systems do not have any adaptation capabilities and hence the human is forced to adapt to the system. However,
the capabilities of human adaptation are not unlimited . As special research has shown [52], different human capabilities
resist change to different degrees . It is easiest for a human to modify his current knowledge of a system by examining its
capabilities. It is much more difficult, for example, for him to change his cognitive style of operation. Finally, it is nearly
impossible to change such personality factors as extraversion-introversion .
The incapacity of a certain user to adapt to a rigid operating style of the interactive system reduces its operating
efficiency and may lead to a breakdown of interaction with the system . In order toavoid this outcome, the interactive system
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itself must be capable of adapting to the features of a specific user . For this purpose, the system requires information on the
specific user, which is then presented in the user model . By using information from the user model, different comI)Onents
of the interactive system can attempt to adapt to the characteristics of a specific user by varying [lie form, structure, and
even the contents of dialogue interaction [51] .
The experience of developing student model in ITSs has had a considerable effect on the development of adaptive
interactive systems and user models [ 17] . User models and methods of employing such models are largely similar to student
models . However, it should be pointed out that the purpose of constructing a user model from the outset has been the
adaptation and not the construction of an exact representation of userknowledge orcharacteristics . The "adaptation axiom',
was incorporated at the outset in constructing user models : It is not necessary to construct a user model that is more complex
than can be used in the system for adaptation (compare with principle 2 from Section 4 .2). The difference in goals is also
responsible for the difference in the methods of using student and user models .
5.2 . The application of student models to adaptation . In most ITSs . student models are only used as tutoring
modules for individualization and support in the teaching process. which is consistent with the primary goal of an ITS : the
conveyance of knowledge to the student [9). In interactive systems, a user model will employ all components to adapt their
behavior to the user, and hence the main goal of interactive systems is to achieve effective user function in the interactive
dialogue . The goals of knowledge conveyance and adaptation are not contradictory, but are likewise not identical (Fig . 3) .
Unfortunately, the problem of adaptation to a student, like adaptation to a user, has been essentially neglected in ITSs,
although such systems represent a special class of interactive systems. Adaptation support functions (the main function of
user models) do not exist even in a carefully compiled list of ITS functions (Section 3) . Moreover, an analysis of several
ITSs has shown that the same form of ITS can be successfully used for training individualization and for adaptation, which
extends the usefulness of the student models in accordance with the new paradigm . Student models can be used to support
adaptive message transmission (QUADBASE and UMFE) and foradaptive control of problem solving (MALT and GCAI).
It is necessary to develop ITSs in which all modules, not only the tutoring module, employ student models for adaptation
to a specific student . The experience from developing adaptive interactive systems may provide some assistance here .
An attempt was made to use a student model both for tutoring management and for adaptive support of independent
user operation in the ISOP system, which combines the capabilities of a tutoring system, an electronic handbook, and an
environment for independent operation in the field of programming. For example, in the. handbook model, the degree of
detail and comprehensiveness of information provided to the student on the structures of the language being studied depends
on the degree to which this construction has been studied, as reflected in the overlay student model. The better the construction
has been assimilated, the more comprehensive though more laconic the information provided to the student . When the
student operates in a program development and debugging environment, the student model controls diagnostic output and
the degree of detail in program display to the student for program interpretation by means of a special visualizing interpreter .
The lower the level of analysis of the language construction, the more detailed the display of its operation, which enables
the student to understand its semantics.

6. A New View of the Role of the Student Model in Ms
We will attempt to represent the structure and functions of a student model in an interactive tutoring system in which
all components use a student model for adaptation to a student (Fig . 4) . The central aspect of this system will be the student
model itself which reflects the individual features of the user-student and the ongoing picture of student knowledge both
on the subject matter and on the system itself, the system Structure:, and interaction .
Each of the ITS components using a student model employs only a part of the information reflected in the student
model and commonly in simplified or modified form . In the ISOP system, the adaptive visualization interpreter must know
the degree of mastery by the student of only those knowledge elements reflected in the student model that are language
constructions. The interpreter has only four degrees of visualization detail and hence the integer-valued weight of mastery
over the language construction in the student model must be projected onto the set (1, 2, 3, 4) . Generally, we can state that
each module has its own "view" of the student model which we shall refer to as the student model projection . The degree
of complexity of this projection, consistent with the adaptation axiom, will be determined by the adaptation limits of the
module .
From the organization viewpoint, the student model projections for all modules must be derived from the student
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History
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Fig . 4 . Structure of the student model.
Model and included in the modules themselves. In this case, the student module will contain the student model and procedural
knowledge on how to update and suppoo the student model and how to construct an SM projection from the SM itself . This
makes it possible to achieve independen . e of the adaptive modules from the student model, which is turn makes it possible
to develop individual ITS modules independently, and even to use several modules in different ITSs. With this structure,
a student module that functions as the nucleus of an IRS can itself be independent of the problem-oriented components of
the ITS . This creates a path to constructing a standard student module that can be used in different subject domains [52,
53] . Systems exist today (FiSioDisk) in which the student module was borrowed from earlier systems with insignificant
modifications .
Even today it is possible to formulate the problem of constructing a model shell that can be used to revise a student
module and the nucleus of an ITS for a required subject domain . Such a shell can be constructed since the student model
application and support methods as well as possible student model structure are well known and are essentially independent
of the subject domain. The most popular approach to constructing standard ITS structures and shells is the rules-based
approach [53, 55] or the approach that makes extensive use of rules [18, 52] . In this case, the majority of functions of the
student module is implemented as a rule set. Certain sets make possible student model updating based on the history of the
tutoring process as well as diagnostic data, while other sets update the student model projections on the basis of the student
model itself. Of course, such a two-stage structure is not at all mandatory . Because the student module is a type of black
box, with diagnostic data at its input and the student model projection at its output, its internal structure can be constructed
on the basis of entirely different principles. For example, if it is possible to construct sets of rules that directly convert
diagnostic data and history into student model projections, then there is generally no need for a student model as data
structure. In principle, the student model in many systems today is no longer a picture of student knowledge but rather is a
log [48]: a history of student interaction with the system that is structured in terms of knowledge elements and processed
history .
. ,
CONCLUSION
In conclusion it should be noted that considerable attention has been devoted recently to the problems ofconstructing
shells and developing designers for ITSs [18, 35, 52, 53, 55]. Such shells can be used to reduce the labor intensity of ITS
construction and can encourage their broad use, as has occurred in the field of expert systems .
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